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Nothing is better than a delicious, thoughtful gift from the heart.

This is what we specialize in!

With great pleasure, we present an Easter catalogue by SLODKIE. 

This year, we focused on three product lines: 

1
Pastel, positive and charming, based on spring and Easter themes. 

These products will be perfect for brands that want to give, above all, JOY!

2
Organic, rustic, with a touch of elegance. Products from this line will be perfect for brands 

close to nature, caring for the environment, valuing simplicity and minimalism.

3
Elegant, toned, with a hint of diversity. Dark, deep colors with delicate spring themes 

are a perfect choice for premium brands.

"We are always very happy to work with young, 
talented artists. Pola Augustynowicz, who created 
illustrations for our Easter catalog, is a person who 
not only understands the client's needs very well, 

but also knows how to transfer his visions into a real 
picture. I am looking forward to our next projects 
together. I hope that, just like me, you will be deli-

ghted with the products you see on the next pages 
of the catalogue!" Anna Garmada, CEO of SLODKIE

Anna Garmada
CEO

Illustrations, which became the basis for Easter graphic 
lines, were created by Pola Augustynowicz.  

Pola Augustynowicz is an illustrator and graphic designer 
born in 1989. She studied art education at the University 

of Arts in Poznań and journalism and social communication 
at the Adam Mickiewicz University. She creates illustrations for 
books and articles, designs posters, packaging and patterns 
for textiles, conducts workshops, participates in design fairs 
and exhibitions. She is also a winner of numerous graphic 

design competitions. 

Pola Augustynowicz
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Mini Easter Egg 40g
cat. no.: 0360C

If you are looking for a universal gift for your clients - we recommend Mini 
Easter Egg! We can prepare it using milk chocolate, dark chocolate or 
white chocolate. And of course they are produced in our Sweet Chocolate 
Factory!

Ethical cultivation of cocoa, on the basis of which our chocolates 
are made, is confirmed by UTZ certificate.

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, so there are no limits 
to the number of colors and complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/mini-easter-egg-40-g/?xdomain_data=vP7OAOzro6dzpOUipa2EmMTPLECHWmzRuEDbb9p8OzcHr300%2BYb8kbsOxkxiWp8Y


Bunny Nose
cat. no.: 0069

Bunny Nose is a creative gift idea for people who love 
sweet gifts! It consists of 4 chocolates imitating 
the Easter Bunny's nose. We prepare them using milk 
chocolate, dessert chocolate or white chocolate. 
You decide which type of chocolate you want 
to include in your personalized box. 

Ethical cultivation of cocoa, on the basis of which our 
chocolates are made, is confirmed by UTZ certificate. 

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
which means that there are no limits to the number 
of colors or the complexity of the graphic design.

Bunny Tail 
cat. no.: 0068

If you are looking for a gift that will bring a smile 
to the face of the recipient - we recommend Bunny Tail! 
It is 4 chocolates imitating the tail of an Easter Bunny. 
We prepare them on the basis of milk chocolate, 
dessert chocolate 72% cocoa or white chocolate. 
You decide yourself which type of chocolate is to be 
placed in your personalized box. 

Ethical cultivation of cocoa, on the basis of which our 
chocolates are made, is confirmed by UTZ certificate. 

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
which means that there are no limits to the number 
of colors or the complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/bunny-nose-en/?xdomain_data=Qx8k%2FfvQdLTYjkqrwGLzwmFfuFO9pu5pukceu%2B7qbYFBDvAfOelui3rRRdBzD6bT
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/bunny-tail-en/


Easter Farm
cat. no.: 0029

Can't decide on the form of your Easter gift? 
We recommend the Easter Farm, a gift that contains 
4 chocolates in various shapes!  We can prepare the 
Easter Farm based on the chocolate of your choice. 
You can choose between ruby, milk, dessert and 
white chocolate.

The ethical cultivation of the cocoa on which 
our chocolates are based is confirmed by the 
UTZ certificate. 

The packaging is entirely biodegradable and made 
of FSC-certified paper. The box can be fully persona-
lized with a digital print, which means that there are 
no limits to the number of colors and complexity
of the graphic design.

Small Easter Bag
cat. no.: 0352L

The Small Easter Bag is recommended as a gift for 
those who appreciate elegance and classics. Three 
unique contents to choose from, enclosed in a stun-
ning bag with any imprint is a great gift idea for your 
company employees. 

You can choose from:
- chocolate eggs with nut filling
- raisins in white chocolate
- almond in white chocolate with strawberries

We can pack the content in biodegradable foil,
which combined with cardboard packaging gives us, 
a fully biodegradable product.

Personalized graphics on the packaging are made 
by high quality digital printing. This method allows 
us to implement any design while maintaining all 
the details of the graphics.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/small-easter-bag/?xdomain_data=cgjUfqgmf1vtDwgkr70lpOM%2BGPyvr%2FeyUsgYSNZwGWVLiSgIHPPe6n%2FeOCE3pM2b
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/easter-farm/?xdomain_data=MhLAK4R4OAPv%2BlEOLrNM49PvxwzO53tinFbJAMARr9%2Bw6QqsyrssQIwXdLfwaovo
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3D Easter Lamb Choco Puzzle
cat. no.: 0331D

Choco puzzles 3D are a great gift idea for clients and creative partners. 
It's also a great idea for activating employees! Thanks to the fact that the 
chocolate figure is for self-assembly – it provides a lot of fun and integrates 
people wonderfully! 

Choco 3D lamb puzzle contains a chocolate figurine of a lamb with 
sprinkles. You can choose from three variants: based on milk chocolate, 
dessert chocolate or white chocolate. The sprinkles are typically springtime 
flowers such as dried marigold and cornflower petals and rose petals 
with almond flakes.

We personalize the packaging according to any design. 
Digital printing provides a full range of colors and high quality printing.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/3d-easter-lamb-choco-puzzle/?xdomain_data=oD2QUhVi%2F1V8%2FS%2Fh3MJK8H24kqmgBPtpC8u9QZxeQVvz4srFBnTR%2FAyq%2BFYakFSh


3D Easter Bunny Choco Puzzle
cat. no.: 0331C

Choco puzzles 3D are a great gift idea for clients and business partners. 
It is also a great idea for activating employees! Thanks to the fact that 
the chocolate figure is self-assembled – it provides a lot of fun. 

Choco 3D bunny puzzle contains a chocolate figurine of a bunny with 
sprinkles. You can choose from three variants: based on milk chocolate, 
dessert chocolate or white chocolate. Sprinkle it with wild flowers, such 
as dried marigold and cornflower petals and rose petals with almond flakes.

We personalize the packaging according to any design. Digital printing 
provides a full range of colors and high quality printing.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/3d-easter-bunny-choco-puzzle/?xdomain_data=Sn475woO1sBMF4x4g2BAV8%2BQtwC6lusb2TJMpp7uIQzDJXu3%2BaRr6uvSMLu7OsOQ


Bunny Bag Choco
cat. no.: 0037

Sweet, chocolate eggs in an adorable package 
that will delight everyone - that's how to describe 
Bunny Bag Choco!

Five milk chocolate eggs in gold foil are packed 
in a  bag, imitating the Easter bunny. 
The gift comes with a two-sided printed card 
that you can personalize as you wish. 

Company logo combined with Easter graphics 
and wishes in such an unusual form will definitely 
steal the hearts of your employees or contractors.

Chocolate Eggs Bag
cat. no.: 0051

Looking for a small gift for employees to make 
the Easter season more enjoyable? 
You've already found it!

Our Easter sachet is recommended as a mini gift. 
Inside you will find 2 chocolate eggs with nut filling. 
And on the outside? Eco-friendly possibilities! 
We can wrap the product in 100% eco-friendly, 
biodegradable foil with the possibility of personaliza-
tion. This way your company logo will be beautifully 
displayed.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/chocolate-eggs-bag/?xdomain_data=vP%2FT7Fk9pLIDXBWBVoHNVjHphLM%2BmP1xDU34iSbCK8KiiRU7esGER%2BlCm3jgdcbF
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/bunny-bag-choco-en/?xdomain_data=XA5L8iYeEaf3lDSOE2rLrzdXkWNmETHyEAq4DhXHVUb14Ogf21hjZfFGTORVUPGA


Pink Bunny
cat. no.: 0255

Pink Bunny is the perfect gift for anyone who appre-
ciates not only delicious, but also healthy snacks!
We are talking about our mini oatmeal cookies with 
chocolate chunks, which are an excellent source 
of fiber. 

In an adorable fabric package, you'll find the cookies, 
which we package in biodegradable foil. The Pink 
Bunny comes with a two-sided printed card that you 
can personalize as you wish. 

The card can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and 
complexity of the graphic design.

Green Bunny
cat. no.: 0256

The Green Bunny is an Easter gift that will bring a smile 
to the faces of your employees! As many as 8 stu�ed 
chocolate eggs are enclosed in a charming fabric 
package. 

The Green Bunny comes with a double-sided printed 
card, which you can personalize as you like. 

The card can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and 
complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/green-bunny/?xdomain_data=Dt6ZRH9zjEc4ksHukDtv10UBAt1axAymfHf5CVG2QuWnMgrQc1u3NxlcSYf32Asv
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/pink-bunny/


Sweet Voucher Easter
cat. no.: 0006E

Sweet Voucher is a perfect solution for all those who like out-of-the-box 
designs. You can put on it any QR code leading to your o�er or website. 
It is also an interesting solution as an untypical form of a business card 
with a sweet gift!

What is important – chocolate in the Sweet Voucher is prepared with 
a charming Easter imprint made with edible and completely safe food inks!

The carnet can be fully personalized with a digital print, so there are 
no limits as to the number of colors or complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/sweet-voucher-easter/?xdomain_data=CFPTQkdfHt3GAf6MwSlxH884ZNuHJ%2FsdRIEWDrE7vy2cQq9kaI%2FNOjIUL6is6I91


Choco Text 3 Lines in Envelope Separate Easter
cat. no.: 0593S Easter

Want to give your partners or employees personalized greetings? 
Choco Text is the perfect idea to convey them!

On 24 milk, white or dessert chocolates you can place the text of your choice 
and delight the recipient of your sweet wishes. In addition, you can spice up 
your Easter message by adding chocolates with a colorful print made with 
edible and completely safe colored food inks!

We personalize the packaging with any design. Digital printing ensures full 
color range and high quality printing.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/choco-text-3-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?xdomain_data=yK5jf8JgjDIyfBnNTsHi%2BSXbN6TLm6a6YHV0qH%2BMTsDbpzFG318WySzw5Kd1wUyy


Choco Text 4 Lines in Envelope Separate Easter
cat. no.: 0594S Easter

Creative, delicious and from the heart - that's how Choco Text can be described!

The product contains up to 32 chocolates on which you can write your wishes 
on the occasion of Easter. You can choose from milk, dessert or white chocolate!

On your chosen chocolates, you can add a colorful imprint made with edible 
and safe food inks.

We personalize the packaging according to any design. Digital printing ensures 
full color range and high quality printing.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/choco-text-4-lines-in-envelope-separate-easter/?xdomain_data=RUUP%2BB1IirDVYzgAWvNE2nF%2Fhbj0qCFAl6MdcymeOCme6E2MteF%2Fw1b5V5n9fvps


zdjęcie kompozycyjne
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For years, we have been aware that even 
small decisions of each of us can have a 
huge impact on the environment. That is 
why we are focusing on ecology in 
SLODKIE. As the only company in Poland 
in the advertising sweets industry, we are 
FSC® C155076 certified, which guarantees 
that we use only recycled or environmen-
tally friendly paper. We are constantly 
implementing various pro-ecological 
solutions, expanding our o�er with 
products that are a better choice for the 
environment. Our activities have been 
recognized and awarded by an interna-
tional group of experts with the European 
PSI Sustainability Awards 2021 - the award 
for "Sustainability in the Promotional 
Products Industry".   
  

We are also proud to announce that one 
of the first of our 25 CSR Actions in 2022 is 
a partnership with the Foundation Las na 
Zawsze (en. Forest Forever). Its mission is to 
plant and secure the future of forests. 
Starting this year, we will plant 1 square 
meter of forest for every order placed. 
At SLODKIE you will not only find a “forest” 
of ideas, but you will also help plant the 
real one! We believe that together we can 
minimize climate change!

2022 is an absolutely special year for us as we 

celebrate the 25th anniversary of the SLODKIE 

brand. We are even more proud because 

during the last quarter of a century we have 

worked hard to become one of the European 

leaders in the production of advertising 

sweets.

At SLODKIE we plan to celebrate all year 

round! And any birthday can not take place 

without presents. Especially since we will not 

receive them - we will be handing them over! 

Throughout 2022, on the occasion of the 

brand's 25th birthday, we plan to carry out 

25 CSR actions, introducing a number 

of internal changes, as well as supporting 

people in need, numerous organizations 

and the environment. 

We are changing for you!
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Raspberry Delight
cat. no.: 0091

Milk chocolate with raspberry filling is a true Raspberry Delight! 
Each bar is distinguished by its geometric shape, which makes eating 
it a real pleasure not only on a taste level but also on a visual one.

Raspberry Delight is 30 g of the highest quality UTZ-certified chocolate 
in a biodegradable package. You can personalize its entire surface. 
You are not limited by any graphic design, number of colors or complexity. 
All you need is a little imagination, brand colors, a logo in the place of your 
choice and a beautiful design is ready!
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/raspberry-delight/?xdomain_data=Fl%2FQ3Rj7y1XHdzh4aZHsCQbhAbHv4MBiLYqjAm2gPyacqvUMcKrQCkqUv2rHUeQf


Colorful Easter Egg
cat. no.: 0020

What if you didn't have to choose just one type 
of chocolate? The Colorful Easter Egg is the perfect 
solution for all those who appreciate variety. 
As many as three chocolates forming one Easter egg! 

The Colorful Easter Egg consists of milk chocolate 
with orange, white chocolate with cranberry and 
dessert chocolate with pineapple. Each of them 
is UTZ-certified. 

You can personalize a whole surface of the 
packaging. You are not limited by any graphic 
design, number of colors or complexity. 
All you need is a little imagination, your brand colors, 
a logo in the space of your choice and a beautiful 
design is ready!

Elegant Bar
cat. no.: 0094

Elegant Bar is a proposal that will meet the require-
ments of even the most demanding chocolate lovers. 
We can prepare it on the basis of ruby, milk, dessert 
or white chocolate. Add your favorite sprinkles and 
you are ready to go! This product is especially recom-
mended to those who love to surprise with unusual 
forms of promotion.

We pack the chocolate in biodegradable foil, 
which combined with FSC certified paper gives 
us, a fully biodegradable product.

We give you the opportunity to personalize the 
packaging, making your brand sure to be memorable 
to potential customers and bring even more positive 
associations to your employees.

19

- spring meadow - green poppy 
with orange peel

- fruit with caramel - pineapple, 
strawberry and salted caramel

- petals field flowers

- almonds in rose petals

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/elegant-bar-2/?xdomain_data=LWUnev8F82c0ehf%2B6wQIRD8ihfIrxbsxLdNJckCo0NWdDJnWUPgXk82TtvW2isA9
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/colorful-easter-egg/?xdomain_data=hMjVuLDkB8ZBezngYron02BUsMkwUynzNwFOOufzJWD9OH8u06IU8LTVQKTKHceN


Choco4mat Egg

Personalize
your chocolate!

cat. no.: 0314

A creative gift made from chocolate with a personalized design or your 
logo? That's what Choco4mat Egg is! It's perfect for anyone who wants 
to transfer their idea not only to paper but also to chocolate.

Choco4mat is made from milk chocolate, dark chocolate or white chocolate. 

The packaging of this product also o�ers a large printing area. 
We can put any graphic design on the FSC certified paper box. 
Digitally printed designs are intense and saturated.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/choco4mat-chocolate-egg/?xdomain_data=VuqCfZ488OZqozSJtoZE5yfhz50xVA37ksTe3mnEvxF0zBqdBMdeeunMYQSjHCjD


Bubble Lamb
cat. no.: 0013

An idea for an impressive gift for lovers of creative sweets? We recommend Bubble 
Lamb, which, apart from its memorable form, is also distinguished by the delicious 
taste of chocolate!

Each lamb is 40 g of chocolate in a lovely shape.

The packaging is made of FSC certified paper. The box can be fully personalized 
with a digital print, which means there are no limits to the number of colors 
or the complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/bubble-lamb/?xdomain_data=bgnaZRkZBY7FYE8wjS4TDmAM%2BQRHQbhLBJ%2F%2BtBPqbvSRcg3NHtMKr81NPxvBzsq0


Mini Chocolate Egg 10g
cat. no.: 0223

Small, cute and creative - that's what our Mini 
Chocolate Egg is! The whole package, except 
for the foil, can be personalized as you like. 
Moreover, it is gluten-free and can be used 
as a gift for people on a vegetarian diet!

The Mini Chocolate Egg is milk chocolate in an 
elegant gold foil. 

Personalized graphics on the box are made with 
high quality digital printing. This method allows 
us to implement any design while maintaining 
all the details of the graphics.

Easter Six
cat. no.: 0538

Looking for an out-of-the-ordinary gift to surprise 
your employees, customers or business partners? 
We recommend Easter Six!

Six chocolate eggs with peanut filling packed in an 
extrusion will definitely surprise each of the recipients. 

Paper banderole can be personalized with any design. 
Graphics prepared by digital printing method are 
saturated, intense and rich in detail.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/easter-six-en/?xdomain_data=yRtcRx3F09cwNZLlFWFJcnhw363JhqVaYIPw6FEeycJGfcansRpS%2BDnV4nTEEnOZ
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/mini-chocolate-egg-10-g-en/?xdomain_data=bwH88GJwY98ZIgvdF7M8XYjYohpxeWf9WEL8jIC1WxSAwpFm0h%2BP9Te%2FlIi%2B1sus
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Easter Card with Hens
cat. no.: 0049

No more classic wishes. The time has come to spice 
them up... with chocolate! Easter Card with Hens 
is a something extra or a gift itself!

We can prepare hens on the basis of chosen 
chocolate: milk, dessert or white. 

The card can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and 
complexity of the graphic design.

Promo Card Easter
cat. no.: 0050

Thinking of a card to promote your brand in an unusual 
way? We recommend the Promo Card Easter! 
By combining any artwork with two chocolate eggs 
with peanut filling, you will definitely steal the hearts 
and palates of your customers!

The card can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and 
complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/promo-card-easter/?xdomain_data=4feYgh3O02Fn4BllG4yXjpa%2FonixsZPAW9SH82DJ2rovmHyHHrD5N1qMf6QPQ6aD
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/easter-card-with-hens/?xdomain_data=A382f3MGFCzSznq%2FmIf%2B45tnmOa8zcAWg8zgzNbXigGk0YSIKfRK39A4SKhFQza%2F


Black Lamb Bag
cat. no.: 0010

Black Lamb Bag is recommended as a gift for people who appreciate 
creative combinations. Dried cranberries in dessert chocolate closed 
in biodegradable foil and an impressive bag with any print is a great idea 
for a gift for employees of your company. 

Personalized graphics on the package are made by high quality digital 
printing. This method allows us to implement any design while maintaining all 
the details of the graphics.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/black-lamb-bag/?xdomain_data=hgROJj4v5kb77O8WbU817AEqP8Ql5IyFDZjXgRe3cL4GJxB3RgYkXOztypL%2Fz4Q6


Logo Cookie Bag
cat. no.: 0406

The Logo Cookie Bag is recommended as a gift for 
lovers of unusual gifts. Seven  Logo Cookies with 
individual decoration closed in an impressive bag. 
We print on the package as well as on individual 
cookies.

Each cookie is wrapped in biodegradable foil, 
which combined with paper gives us a fully biodegra-
dable package. Personalized graphics on the packa-
ging are made with high quality digital printing. 
This method allows us to implement any design while 
maintaining all the details of the graphics.

Logo Cookie
cat. no.: 0351

Printing on both the packaging and the cookie? 
Nothing is impossible for us! Meet Logo Cookie, 
a spice cookie with individual decoration. 

We can prepare the cookie with an Easter print made 
with edible and completely safe food inks!

And on the outside... eco-friendly possibilities! 
We can pack the product in transparent or white 
biodegradable foil. We print on it flexographically.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/logo-cookie/?xdomain_data=XnoSedN4H9iMZ%2B4QhHmyr0s7nDh4ZnXp31A2Ju3hKRvNokdip1Uj2k8sI8RhKP9V
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/logo-cookie-bag-3/?xdomain_data=p%2FvuOFDkKfgpgeweFHaARJKyqHVVOMEcPMPwH2j4218LZwbwe3Z7gliEbN1CEnhs


Eggs in a Nest
cat. no.: 0174

Discover the Eggs in a Nest! A stunning card with 
any print combined with chocolate eggs make the 
perfect duo. 

By combining any artwork with five chocolate eggs, 
you will definitely steal the hearts and palates of your 
customers!

The card can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and 
complexity of the graphic design.

Chocolate Egg in a Box
cat. no.: 0216

Looking for an original promotional product for your 
business? The Chocolate Egg in a Box is a great idea 
and an elegant presentation of your brand, no matter 
what industry you are in.

The chocolate egg is made of milk chocolate. 
You can choose the color of the foil to match your 
chosen graphics on the package. Choose from silver, 
gold or yellow foil. 

Personalized graphics on the package are made with 
high quality digital printing. This method allows us to 
implement any design while maintaining all the details 
of the graphics.

28
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/chocolate-egg-in-a-box/?xdomain_data=i%2FyZEKHtWF1nFQXyuDrl05HU5UqdluG47oIJ4kNd%2FbRerLPWPU6RSiUXkDwbLYe0
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/eggs-in-a-nest/?xdomain_data=ccVNupwgSOxnPpT%2F%2FplJT5eSEf%2Bt5IF9hjUTm%2BsaWSNQGom1J0TAE5rsemJXShxE


Tricolore Easter Egg
cat. no.: 0238

Tricolore Easter Egg is a perfect gift idea for all lovers of creative and tasty 
solutions. Ideal as an Easter gift for employees or customers of your company.

The Easter egg is prepared in the form of a 3D puzzle. It is made on the basis 
of three types of chocolate: white, milk and dessert. Ethical cultivation of cocoa, 
from which our chocolates are made, is confirmed by UTZ certificate. 
Just assemble it and enjoy the incredible taste of our premium chocolate!

The packaging is made of FSC-certified paper. The box can be fully personali-
zed with a digital print, which means there are no limits to the number of colors 
or the complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/tricolore-easter-egg/?xdomain_data=Z5QAkB4FL7nhUpSTPtMIC2oBzFmtzzX%2FzUIVTvHGFm0QrDU0sgujSM7aUbfQzzh6


30 Elegant Bar DIY
cat. no.: 0088

Beautiful form and the ability to create your own unique chocolate bar? 
This is the Elegant Bar DIY!

In the three-chambered press, only two chambers are full. Is this a mistake? No! 
On one side are chocolates in the shape of cocoa fruit, on the other - mini 
meringues. We left the middle for your creativity! Melt the chocolates and pour 
them into the middle chamber. Then sprinkle with meringues and voilà! 
Your first self-made chocolate bar is ready.

The packaging is made of FSC-certified paper. The box can be fully personali-
zed with a digital print, which means there are no limits to the number of colors 
or the complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/elegant-bar-diy-en/?xdomain_data=M15F0iXUmy79tQW5Rw0OykNkVeoTdM7%2FT0gSNDZJYAD0RI9bE0nziu%2FvuLHID%2FD7


HOW TO PREPARE?

1. Place the chocolate in 
a heat-resistant container.

2. Melt the chocolate in a microwave 
oven (for 2.5 minutes) or in a water bath.

Allow to set and...
EAT WITH PLEASURE! 

3. Pour the melted chocolate into 
a geometric mold. 

4. Sprinkle with meringues.

Discover a product that delights!
ELEGANT DIY BAR

do-it-yourself chocolate
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We focus primarily on taste, quality and 
safety.

Our products give joy not only by the 
excellent, velvety taste of gourmet cho-
colate but also by full certification reco-
gnized around the world. Our experienced 
team and technological facilities allow us 
to prepare corporate chocolates in any 
shape and flavor.

Chocolate, which fills our production 
forms, is available in several variants. Our 
famous milk chocolate is the most frequ-
ent choice for our clients. We also o�er 
delicious dessert chocolate with di�erent 
cocoa content, white chocolate with a 
delicate vanilla aroma and a unique ruby 
chocolate in a beautiful pink color.
All this, combined with attention to the 
smallest detail, makes it possible to adjust 

the sweet advertising to client’s preferen-
ces, brand character or desired style. We 
o�er our clients a whole range of choco-
late solutions, so we are sure that every-
one will find what fully meets their needs 
and expectations. 

What makes our chocolate even more 
outstanding is the UTZ certification. This 
confirms that our products come only 
from safe, certified plantations. The cho-
colate is prepared from high quality 
cocoa beans and does not contain any 
colorings or flavorings.

Give your business partners, clients and 
co-workers a sweet and delicious Easter!

What definitely distinguishes SLODKIE is its 

delicious gourmet chocolate. We produce it 

ourselves, using only the best, natural ingre-

dients. Chocolate is our specialty - our own, 

modern production lines allow us to prepare 

chocolate sweets in any form, shape, size and 

packaging desired by the client. We are ready 

to sweeten your Easter!

Sweet Easter at its best
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Mini Modern Bar
cat. no.: 0086

Mini Modern Bar is an excellent idea for a gift for a client, employee or business 
partner. Thanks to the combination of chocolate with truly Easter toppings we 
obtain a gift that is not only tasty but also original. 

Note: you can personalize both the wrapping and its sweet interior! Mini Modern 
Bar can be prepared using ruby, milk, dessert or white chocolate. Add your favorite 
sprinkles and you're done!

Ethical cultivation of cocoa, from which our chocolates are made, is confirmed by 
UTZ certificate. The chocolate is packed in biodegradable foil and the box is made 
of FSC-certified paper. Thanks to this, the product is entirely biodegradable!

34

- spring meadow - green poppy 
with orange peel

- fruit with caramel - pineapple, 
strawberry and salted caramel

- petals field flowers 

- almonds in rose petals

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/mini-modern-bar/?xdomain_data=T%2Fjrxiuah4NmtJ4TMUFTA%2BCRX4tBes5TxgW1b%2FBS5hcdMfQY1KXUylWGYuaMFtZw
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Choco Easter Egg
cat. no.: 0016

Choco Easter Egg is an o�er for all those who value creativity! In addition 
to the possibility of personalizing the entire surface of the package, 
you also have the opportunity to choose an unusual, chocolate interior! 

You can choose Choco Easter Egg as a gift for customers, employees 
or business partners! Choose from white, milk, ruby or dessert chocolate.

- spring meadow - green poppy 
with orange peel

- fruit with caramel - pineapple, 
strawberry and salted caramel

- petals field flowers 

- almonds in rose petals
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/choco-easter-egg/?xdomain_data=wedEfn4xEXeQtX4T7qz3e%2BmBPQ%2B2PbxHUk%2BZi0fuzzgm%2FHTKyaW3xrycISm7tMHF


Pure Fruit Bar
cat. no.: 0236

As much as 50% of natural fruits in the product 
composition and original recipe. No preservatives, 
artificial colors, flavors, lactose and gluten, but with 
full fruit flavor. Such are the fruit jellies closed in Pure 
Fruit Bar.

Delicious, sweet and with good composition. 
In the package you will find a mix of flavours: 
strawberry, peach, lemon, pear and raspberry.

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and 
complexity of the graphic design.

Pure Fruit Square
cat. no.: 0237

Is there a sweet without preservatives, artificial colors, 
flavors, lactose and gluten that will steal any heart? 
Absolutely! Such are the fruit jellies enclosed in Pure 
Fruit Square. 

Delicious, sweet and healthier. In the package you will 
find a mix of flavors: strawberry, peach, lemon, pear 
and raspberry.

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
which means there are no limits to the number of colors 
or the complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/pure-fruit-square/?xdomain_data=Gn1UemKk7pBW5z8IUt%2FS8uEu07Y8Uu46%2FT%2F3aleQC1iCjbXV6HhcCF7P%2BtbsCqOH
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/pure-fruit-bar/?xdomain_data=9erDyw2518W%2FxU7k5Y6GEjE%2FojDdlJdhGwyJxoZCJjrOCy5wFMt4WhxyNmTcAP8P
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Easter Trio
cat. no.: 0082

Three white chocolates with an adorable print - that's our Easter Trio!

The print on each chocolate is made with edible and completely safe 
food grade inks.

The box is fully customizable with digital printing, meaning there are 
no limits to the number of colors or the complexity of the artwork.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/easter-trio/?xdomain_data=CuMCWg0K3tbvYo7ihqg7KZ16%2FtDPgiNemWEcSZS1BNfiDLNR3419aHOpS%2FtTBIeR
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Easter Treasure Grand Box
cat. no.: 0093

Easter Treasure Grand Box is up to 14 chocolate eggs 
with peanut filling, enclosed in a striking package 
that you can personalize as you wish. 

The box has the possibility of complete personaliza-
tion with a digital print, that is, without limits to the 
number of colors and complexity of the graphic 
design.

Easter Treasure Box
cat. no.: 0092

Seven chocolate eggs with peanut filling, enclosed 
in a stunning package that you can personalize as you 
wish. Easter Treasure Box is a perfect idea for an 
elegant Easter gift for both customers and employees 
of your company. 

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and 
complexity of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/easter-treasure-grand-box-en/?xdomain_data=nX%2Bu6CqlnVHmGEKklI3M4myLINJD%2FnNIiNZ6aeX1Rp4K%2BAaeD2bRnryjLEbggjSs
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/easter-treasure-box-en/?xdomain_data=9mGVyeDOpvpHbN6NntMs4zZHqD%2Bic%2FRqAFfeWl2yGfPf81pfmB6dxC%2FZ8PEEZPOj


Elegance Chocolate Box
cat. no.: 0287

Elegance Chocolate Box is a perfect gift for employees, a sweet thank 
you or an elegant Easter present. These are two kinds of unique pralines 
of geometric shape, closed in a spectacular package.

Our popular milk chocolate is combined with elegant ruby chocolate with 
a unique berry flavor. Each praline is filled with pistachios or hazelnuts.

This box of chocolates is a project for those who appreciate modernity. 
Digital printing with your brand placement is possible on the banderole 
surrounding the elegant box.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/elegance-chocolate-box-2/?xdomain_data=G4ut98JzMHOINx%2FFcesOqSKlp0XzFrCDLTJ3zPLGwaUybGu8p0NI8gzIth6cfWSp
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Prestige Chocolate Box
cat. no.: 0288

Thirteen unique pralines closed in one elegant box of chocolates. This extraordinary 
product is made and then personalized in our Sweet Chocolate Factory.

Two unique flavors: ruby chocolate with pistachio filling and milk chocolate 
with hazelnut filling, provide the recipient of the gift with not only a great taste, 
but also a combination that is hard to forget.

The minimalist form of the box allows for any design to be applied to the band. 
By using digital printing, the colors are intense and the details are detailed.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/prestige-chocolate-box-2/?xdomain_data=5lgSauw%2FevPn3ibF%2BxI%2F43z0sJvuuW4D9qzRTT5qcKjjUQpNTlxY7Yezg8%2BUT2yM
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Modulo Trio
cat. no.: 0291

If you are looking for a small Easter gift for your 
colleagues or business partners, we have a delicious 
suggestion for you - the compact Modulo Trio. 

We filled a delicate bar of UTZ-certified milk chocolate 
with a melt-in-the-mouth filling of salted caramel 
flavor. Each bar surprises with its unusual geometric 
form.

With 100% biodegradable packaging, your choice 
will not only be beautiful, tasty but also good for the 
environment!

Modulo Bar
cat. no.: 0290

Salted caramel and milk chocolate is a versatile 
and much-loved combination. Modulo Bar is a delicio-
us filling closed in a chocolate bar.  Easter graphics 
and sweet interior - this is it!

Each bar is distinguished by a di�erent geometric 
shape, which makes eating it a real pleasure, not only 
on a taste level but also on a visual level. 

Modulo Bar is 120 g of UTZ-certified chocolate of the 
highest quality in a biodegradable box. You can 
personalize the entire surface. The perfect Easter gift 
does exist after all!
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/modulo-bar-2-en/?xdomain_data=LErz7QThfkfpz6WJJru3dc%2FmCusxucqfZG5xOZ8zrjL4OIV9jqDCpmaYzcpGjLGD
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/modulo-trio-2/?xdomain_data=xOrtlTx5DE%2BhzjW9DW%2FftbC%2FEP7sU8s2koRFptzd3IH%2F5ZkD9gTl%2BW5%2FYN4gyKxF


Chocolate Praline
cat. no.: 0293

Chocolate pralines are an elegant alternative 
to classic advertising sweets. They charm with their 
classic and timeless form. Spring graphic motive 
on the packaging is ideal as an Easter gift.

Regardless of the nature of your business, chocolate 
pralines with co�ee, pistachio or mint filling will be 
a tasty snack with an Easter theme. They can also be 
a sweet greeting for guests visiting your company.

The foil can be personalized with your company logo. 
The UTZ certification that our chocolate holds ensures 
that the cocoa used in the products comes from 
certified farming.

Modulo Cube
cat. no.: 0292

They melt in your mouth, hiding a tasty surprise... 
We are talking about our filled Modulo Cube, 
which are perfect for an Easter treat! We made 
them from UTZ-certified milk chocolate and filled 
them with salted caramel foil.

They are the perfect product for a company Easter 
party! In the package you will find a chocolate 
cube in one of 7 geometric shapes. We o�er the 
option to package the product in eco-friendly 
biodegradable film.

your logo
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/modulo-cube-2-en/?xdomain_data=zmwxKHik2iADNnjxj8xr9ImBiMNW16HJh3y%2F7hKGE73XY6RZzbaq%2FpILW4iN0Rn6
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/chocolate-praline-2/?xdomain_data=SkHtxO7wVuO9F%2BSl%2Bajlms1yMWdKaWxUp9OGB4fz1cOt7q8F0LBQ%2BhcG8rkuzyWH
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Chocolate Varieties
cat. no.: 0294

Variety box is recommended as a personalized gift for your company's employees. 
Each chocolate praline is made from UTZ-certified Belgian milk chocolate. 

In an ecological paper wrapping there are three flavors: mint, co�ee and pistachio. 
The paper wrapper can be personalized with any Easter design. Graphics prepared 
by digital printing are saturated, intense and rich in detail.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/chocolate-varieties-2/?xdomain_data=deI9GYx2VJP7%2FNK7aQdJpVGFtEIrX9J4A1icLyxgnOo%2FzvvCfyZ6mKmcDOelMt5Y


Easter Moments
cat. no.: 0240

In an elegant, perfect for Easter gift box, we closed two types of sweets: 
eggs and tru�es. This original product is made and then personalized 
in our Sweet Chocolate Factory.

In the box you will find:
- eggs made of white chocolate with pistachio filling and milk chocolate with 
nut filling. Each egg is decorated with a geometric pattern
- elegant tru�es in a mix of flavors

This unique gift will provide the recipient not only a great taste, but also 
a combination that is hard to forget. We can put any design on the band which 
will perfectly complement the minimalistic form of the box. Thanks to the use of 
digital printing, colors are intense and rich in detail.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/easter-moments/?xdomain_data=jjV8eKWGTe7V1e%2F6gMvXPIgSJVZVekqtd4S95WpFxuJ6LjVEGo3HsCH4rS%2BgLqnt
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Grand Easter Moments
cat. no.: 0241

Grand Easter Moments is a perfect gift for employees or a sweet thank you 
for a client. White chocolate eggs with pistachio filling and milk chocolate 
eggs with hazelnut filling combined with tru�es. All closed in a spectacular 
package.

This box of chocolates is a project for those who appreciate modernity. 
We can put any design on the seal that will perfectly complement the 
minimalistic form of the box. Thanks to the use of digital printing, colors are 
intense and rich in detail.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/grand-easter-moments/?xdomain_data=ClzzyS9xiamqZlne3e0zx2Fof7RT5bzXLcipcr7DOqSHi%2FC9xnrBfj00RG%2FXNbFc


Nut Treat
cat. no.: 0228

Nut Treat, something good for everyone!

One gift, hiding as much as two kinds of sweetness to choose from: 
- spicy cookies in white, milk and dessert chocolate and dried cranberries 
in dessert chocolate
- or raisins in white chocolate and mix of chocolate coated nuts and 
dried fruit

Hidden in a spectacular box are an elegant gift for those who appreciate 
creative solutions. They will delight anyone who appreciates tasty gifts.

The packaging for the Nut Treat is made from FSC-certified paper. 
It can be fully personalized with double-sided digital printing, 
so there are no limits to the number of colors and complexity 
of the graphic design.
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https://slodkie.com/oferta/oferta-sezonowa/slodycze-wielkanocne/nut-treat-3/


Chocolate Surprise Egg
cat. no.: 0218

Chocolate Surprise Egg is an impressive chocolate egg hiding inside mini 
meringues in a mix of colors or colorful mini chocolate lentils. 
You can melt it in hot milk and consume as an aromatic drink or eat it in a 
form of chocolate - the choice is yours. 

We especially recommend this product to those who love to surprise with 
unconventional forms of promotion. Each Chocolate Surprise Egg is wrapped 
in foil in your choice of silver, gold or yellow. We recommend to choose foil 
color to match graphics on the package.

This custom sweet also has a large printing area. We can put any graphic 
on the FSC-certified paper package. Digitally printed designs are intense 
and saturated.
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/chocolate-surprise-egg/?xdomain_data=WP%2BD7G1RjU%2BUTHEx8FlGj6VTIAOe8qOoJ3LzewAtyrnJKHMglfcwWrlT%2FriHiNJJ


HOW TO PREPARE?

1. Take your favourite mug and heat milk in it. 
2. Add a chocolate egg
3. Wait 2 minutes and stir.

Enjoy! 

Discover a product that delights!
CHOCOLATE SURPRISE EGG
in your choice of two flavors!

Milk chocolate
with mini meringues

Milk chocolate
with mini lentils
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Choco Font 3
cat. no.: 0419

Looking for a triple sweet way to make Easter 
wishes? Three Choco Font chocolates are the option 
for you!

UTZ-certified white chocolate in the form of round 
chocolates, and any decoration of your choice on 
them, is the choice for those who like to surprise with 
both the taste and the personal touch of the gift! 
In addition to individual decorations directly on the 
chocolate, we also personalize the box at will.

Choco Font 1
cat. no.: 0418

A sweet form of Easter wishes? A Choco Font 
Chocolate will be perfect! White chocolate with 
personalized decoration printed directly on it is 
always a good idea for a gift.

On a chocolate you can put any graphic, logo, 
but also short wishes. Thanks to this, each order 
is unique!

We also personalize the box itself, according 
to your guidelines!
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https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/choco-font-1-en-2/?xdomain_data=8%2B%2BHV7g3EAKMqDFGbp5Q%2FEXAqIggxVs2mmp4%2BZPdrvpm8gjd%2Bc7AhwHIdueV6qfa
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/easter/choco-font-3-en/?xdomain_data=j4xDcPrDtGyBaKbyiEcB6oI0%2BxKadBdhG%2BlJNiutK8SEb5thHUHmM8CJjGfw5MG0
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The International Featured Standard (IFS Food) is a guarantee of the highest level, food safety, legal 
compliance and repeatable quality of our products. It is also an assurance that our sweets are fully safe.

For the production of our packaging we use FSC-certified paper, which means that it comes from 
controlled or recycled wood cutting and is obtained in a way that protects forest ecosystems.

UTZ labeled products are made with raw materials from fair and sustainable cultivation. UTZ's Better farming 
Better future program enables farmers to: continuously improve sustainable farming methods, improve working 
and living conditions, educate children and care for the environment.

Packaging made of biodegradable foil.

Packaging made entirely of biodegradable materials.

Packaging made of steel, which is 100% recyclable.

The product is packed in paper with a mixture of foil - the plastic content is reduced by 65%.

This product contains no ingredients derived from animals or zoonoses. Suitable for vegans.

This product is suitable for vegetarians.

This product does not contain milk or milk products. Ideal for people who cannot eat dairy.

This product is gluten-free.

This product does not contain genetically modified ingredients.

This product does not contain preservatives.

This product does not contain additional sugar.

SLODKIE certificates



slodkiecom

slodkiecom

www.slodkie.com

Linking business with delight


